
Will my teacher still get paid if I go to a Flex or Bliss pass?

Yes. We have revised our teacher pay formula to account for a projected percentage of Bliss 
and Flex passes vs. weekly class registrations. We will continue to monitor and calibrate the 
formula as necessary going forward.

Can I cancel the Bliss pass once I sign up for it?

Yes. Cancel anytime with no fee, prior to your next billing cycle. Go to your online account at 
secure.yogareg.com/smys/pub and log in to view your account and cancel. Staff can help if 
necessary.

I used to do partial registration — can I still do this?

A partial registration is now considered a Flex Pass. The advantage of the Flex Pass is that you 
have six months to use your classes, and it is no longer tied to the session dates. The best 
“deal” for the Flex passes is for ten classes. 

I missed the first two weeks of class. Can I still register for my weekly class?

Yes. We will pro-rate until the end of the third week — pay the normal registration cost of $16/
class for as many classes as remain (subtract the ones you missed). And you can now apply 
your senior discount of $10 as long as your register by the end of the third week of classes.

It’s still the first three weeks of classes and I want to register, but I know I’ll miss two or 
three classes later in the quarter. Can I deduct future missed classes from my 
registration?

No, you would either register for all weeks remaining and do your make-ups, OR you would opt 
for the Flex Pass and come as you like. Remember that the Flex Pass is valid for six months. 

It’s after the third week of classes. Can I still register for my weekly class?

At this point you would turn to the Flex Pass, and choose 6 or 10 classes that you have 6 
months to use. When it’s time to register for the next quarter, you can register as usual. If you 
have unused Flex Pass classes, they’ll still be good too. Another option is to back-date your 
registration to the third week of classes, subtract the first two weeks from your price, and do 
make-ups for the other missed classes.

http://secure.yogareg.com/smys/pub


I used to get a discount for two or three weekly class registrations. Can I still do that?

We priced the Bliss Pass so that it favors most students who would previously sign up for 
multiple-weekly classes. Using the Bliss Pass, you will break even on the old prices if you 
attend class a minimum of 10 times per month (e.g. two classes per week, plus two extras 
each month). If for any reason, you'd prefer to continue your multi-class registration, we will 
continue to honor the old discount ($50 off two full quarter registrations, $108 off three). While 
you won't find that option on the website, just let us know and the staff can take care of it for 
you. Just ask at the desk!

Can I get a senior discount on Flex Passes?

Sorry, the senior discount applies to class registrations only. While it used to be available only 
for the full quarter, we are now allowing it for the pro-rated registrations during the first three 
weeks.


